Hornepayne Nuclear Waste Liaison Committee
Minutes
Regular Meeting
Wednesday March 9h, 2016
6:00 P.M.
Legion Hall, Hornepayne, Ontario
NWCLC Present
Jon Peroff-Chairman
Cindy Craig
Cheryl Browne
Paul Stewart

Joe Gaboury, Director of Aboriginal
Relations
Greg Plain, Senior Engagement
Advisor for Aboriginal Relations
Tim Weber, Social Research Associate

Carlo Bin

Mike Krizanc, Communications
Officer

Yves Vaillancourt

Also in Attendance

NWCLC Absent
Julie Bryan
Chad Verrino
Morley Forster-Vice-Chairman
NWMO Staff
John Fraser, Director of
Community Engagement

DPRA Consultant Vicki McCollough
Jon Macdonald from the Ontario
Coalition of Aboriginal Peoples and
Jackfish Metis Association.
Speaker
Martin Stemeroff, Associate Vice
President, Power Industry Leader for
the Environment AE

Arthur Moore, Aboriginal
Engagement Specialist
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1. Meeting called to order
a. Be it resolved that we open this Regular Meeting of the NWCLC at
6:05pm
i. Moved by Paul Stewart
ii. Seconded by Carlo Bin
i. Carried
2. Acceptance of Agenda
a. Be it resolved that the agenda be accepted as distributed.
i. Moved by Cindy Craig
ii. Seconded by Carlo Bin
i. Carried
th
3. Acceptance of January 26 Meeting Minutes as distributed.
a. Be it resolved that the January 26th Meeting minutes be accepted.
i. Moved by Carlo Bin
ii. Seconded by Yves Vaillancourt
i. Carried
4. Project Manager Update
 Emailed Dr. Gordon Edwards following the discussion at the previous CLC meeting.

Response was received. He looks forward to coming to Hornepayne and contributing to
the important process so the citizens of Hornepayne can further their understanding of
the nature of nuclear fuel waste management requirements

Hello Ms. Boissoneau:
Thank you for your e-mail of January 28, communicating the wishes of your community members for me to come and
give a presentation in Hornepayne on the subject of the long-term management of High Level Nuclear Waste (irradiated
nuclear fuel).
I would be happy to do so. Let’s find a suitable time. I would plan to arrive the day before in Sault Set Marie, stay
overnight there, then rent a car and drive to Hornepayne the next day, staying overnight in White River before returning
home the following day. For me it's a three-day commitment.
In order to minimize weather complications, would sometime after April be suitable? I would require a $3000
honorarium plus all travel expenses including food and lodging.
As you mentioned in your e-mail, in 2015 I gave presentations of a similar nature at White River and
Manitouwadge. Also, at the invitation of the CLC at Schreiber, Ontario, I gave a presentation there on Feb 11 of last year
and was invited to give one in Creighton Saskatchewan as well. The latter presentation never materialized as Creighton
was dropped from the list of candidate sites in March (along with Schreiber).
I look forward to coming to Hornepayne and contributing to this important process so that the citizens of Hornepayne can
further their understanding of the nature of nuclear fuel waste management requirements and the role of NWMO and
Canada's nuclear industry.
I hope the remainder of this unusual winter treats you kindly.
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Yours truly,
Gordon Edwards, Ph.D.
(514) 489 5118
53 Dufferin,
Hampstead QC,
H3X 2X8
======================
On 2016-01-28, at 11:51 AM, Amber-Starr Boissoneau <hornepaynenwclc@gmail.com> wrote:
Good Afternoon,
My name is Amber-Starr Boissoneau, and I am a Project Coordinator for the Hornepayne Nuclear Waste Community
Liaison Committee. I am relatively new to this position and I have been informed by community members that they would
like a request sent to you. They would like you to give a presentation as a Guest Speaker at one of our CLC meetings in
2016. I understand that you have given presentations near us at White River and Manitouwadge.
Please respond at your earliest convenience.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Have a great day.

 Julie Mecke of the CNSC is still waiting on confirmation from Karen Robinson CLC
Administrator of Manitouwadge before giving me confirmation on May or June for the
open house. Prior to the open house she will send up some publications and flyers to be
posted around town. She is hoping for a morning at the High School and the afternoon
approximately 1-330 for the community and CLC and 6-8 for the community and CLC.
Tentative date of June 23rd has been proposed.
 Spoke with the Pickering Mayor Office and the current Mayor himself in regards to
attending a CLC meeting in the summer. Scheduling is ongoing and subject to change.
However he has accepted the offer to come to Hornepayne and speak to our community
and CLC members. Pickering is host to a nuclear facility and he can give the town some
more insight as to what it is like to live in a community with a nuclear facility. I am
attempting to work with both the White River and Manitouwadge CLC so he can do the
tour of the Superior North and everyone can benefit from his experiences.
 Assisted getting Council and HEDC to be present for this meeting.
 Also the office will be closed during the March break. The 14th-19th but please continue
to forward your questions or comments to the CLC email and I will be sure to respond
the following week on the 21st.
 Received some office props to support discussion about radiation.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Geiger Counter to measure Radiation
1 Shard of Fiesta Ware
1 Piece of Granite
1 Aluminum Tile

 Assisted at the Municipal Office at the end of February scanning documents into PDF
files for storage.
 Attempting to coordinate with the Hornepayne Principals to schedule a fun
presentation and demonstration to the students at the schools by Jeremy Whitlock, a
nuclear reactor physicist at Chalk River Laboratories of the Atomic Energy of Canada.
 Accepted requests for donation from the CLC to the C&D Paul Curling Club.
 Accepted another request for donation from the NWMO to the C&D Paul Curling Club
for the upcoming always successful 2016 Bonspiel.

a. Be it resolved that the Project Manager Report be accepted.
i. Moved by Cindy Craig
ii. Seconded by Yves Vaillancourt
i. Carried
5. NWMO to Report to Committee on Recent Activities
a. Schedule of Events:
b. April-NWMO Derek Wilson, Vice President of Engineering-New
Changes to the Project Design. He has experience in the Mining
Industry will be here to speak. Michelle Bassinger, of NWMO
Communications group, will be here to speak about the new user
friendly website.
c. May-Open house to talk about new developments and economic
development. Technical experts will be present. Jeremy Whitlock
on May 10th to give a technical presentation to the students of
Hornepayne.
d. June-Tours of the Interim Storage Facility open invitation to
community members.
6. Discussion of Recent Events/Activity in the Community and Area.
a. Hornepayne Winterfest 2016-Paul Stewart updates: Fish Derby
on Sunday March 13th sponsored in part by NWMO, G&L and
Home Hardware, the list is very long with sponsors, it will be at
Cedar point. NWMO Pat Dolcetti will be present. Recreation
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Committee will drill your fishing holes and make you hot
chocolate and hot dogs. There will be lots prizes and it’s without
cost.
7. Presentation by Mike Krizanc, NWMO Communications Officer and
Marvin Stemeroff, Associate Vice President, Power Industry Leader –
Environment AECOM-Canadas Deep Geological Repository for Used

Nuclear Fuel- Modelling Economic Benefits

a. All nine communities in the second phase of preliminary
assessment. The focus of the Discussion during Phase 2 is
communities’ well-being. Many dimensions include: Peoplecreating employment with training and opportunities.
Infrastructure like roads. Environment in the communities.
Community and Culture enhancement. Economic diversity. Spirit.
b. As a preliminary assessment there will be province-wide benefits,
regional benefits in the economic region and host area benefits.
It’s a significant $20 Billion investment that spans over many
decades. The project is being considered in six phases: siting (1-7
years), initial licensing (8-11 years), construction (12-21 years),
operations (22-59 years), extended monitoring (60-129 years),
and decommissioning (130-159 years).
c. The cost and estimate schedule is updated every 5 years and
provides the basis of financial planning. The next update is
expected in 2016.
d. Assessing the benefits estimating direct (hired labour jobs),
indirect (product, services, food, and accommodation jobs), and
induced jobs (doctors, lawyers, retail jobs). Using the tiered
analysis method.
e. In Hornepayne Economic region the key opportunities sectors
include: construction, manufacturing, wholesale and retail
trades, professional, scientific, finance, real estate services,
mining and quarrying, transportation and warehousing, and
administrative support.
f. Total jobs in the project phases.
i. Siting & Initial Licensing per year 35
ii. Construction per year 890
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iii. Operations per year 1010
iv. Extended monitoring per year 260
v. Decommissioning per year 420
g. Next steps are exploring economic benefits at regional level to
advance communities’ well-being. Exploring different
components of the project (used fuel container factory, used fuel
packaging plant, sealing material compaction plant/concrete
batch plant, and the Centre of Expertise) and implementing
scenarios. Envisioning the Centre of Expertise (what is it going to
look like and be used by the community) and beginning to
prepare for implementation through training and capacity
building-development of jobs and skill inventory, implement
hiring plan to build local based staff. Discussing job opportunities
and investments in training and business development.
8. Responses to any questions raised.
a. Cheryl-Job opportunities, does that include the Centre of
Expertise? Martin responds with his calculation is inclusive and
the centre of expertise is going to be what the community
envisions it and the jobs it would create.
b. Jon MacDonald-Have you taken into consideration the
infrastructure for transportation purposes depending on the
community selected? Maybe you would need 20 miles of railroad
track or a whole new highway? Martin responds it is
incorporated. It is not included in the $20 billion it is however
included in the $24 billion. It wasn’t included because we don’t
know where it is going at this time. This will be factored in the
next cost analysis of 2016.
c. Jon-Long term stable positions and not market driven. Martin
responds a project is very transformational in terms of the jobs it
is going to create.
9. Other Business:
a. Deputation by Isobel Peever, resident of Hornepayne.
i. Joe Gaboury responds. “We received these questions last
month and I apologize I couldn’t answer them at that time.
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10.

I wanted to get some solid facts from the NWMO. I have
had an interesting time learning about Hornepayne First
Nation. There is a lot of history here that I personally did
not know but I am aware of now. I am looking forward to
working with you in the community as we move forward.
Aerial surveys transpired last summer and we did not seek
approval. No approval was required. This is consistent with
how the aerial surveys were conducted in all the regions.
Similar in nature, there was no consultation required from
a consultation perspective in regards to aerial surveys. In
regards to notifications we did notify all the aboriginal
communities and in and around the areas and through the
citizens of Hornepayne and CLC. The NWMO will work
directly with you, should you want to work with us. We
want to be able to provide information to you. Going
forward Arthur will be in touch with you. I’m going to give
you his card and from there we can set up an initial
meeting. Your community members have a long and
fascinating history that I look forward to learning more
about.”
b. Actions for Next Meeting-none
c. Confirm Date of Next Meeting: March 22nd 2016
i. John Fraser adds we have a similar situation in April when
Derek Wilson is scheduled to come. Can we schedule the
meeting on April 13th 2016? To be confirmed with the CLC
members.
Meeting Closure
a. Be it resolved that this Regular Meeting be adjourned at 7:20pm
i. Moved by Carlo Bin
ii. Seconded by Cheryl Browne
i. Carried
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